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Foreword

On behalf of the IBM Center for The Business of Government, we are pleased to present this report, *Using Wikis in Government: A Guide for Public Managers*, by Ines Mergel, Syracuse University.

Public leaders face the challenge of finding ways to bridge silos in their organizations. In this report, Dr. Mergel examines one tool that can help them do this—Wikis. Many of us are familiar with Wikipedia, which relies on thousands of active contributors who share their knowledge freely on a dazzling breadth of topics, with an accuracy rate rivaling that of traditional encyclopedias.

So how can government leaders spark similar outpourings of valuable knowledge—either among their employees or from the public? Dr. Mergel describes the managerial, cultural, behavioral, and technological issues that public managers face in starting and maintaining Wikis. She provides nine case studies of government organizations that launched Wikis. Each of the nine public sector organizations studied found Wikis to be valuable additions to their current workplace tools in reaching out to both employees and citizens.

Dr. Mergel doesn’t wear rose-tinted glasses, though. She observes that Wikis “are on the one hand relatively easy to create. On the other hand, maintaining collaboratively produced content while sustaining the quality and quantity of contributions over time is a formidable task for public managers.” She not only describes five challenges managers face, but also provides a checklist of best practices that public managers and Wiki administrators can use to improve chances for success.
This report is a “deep dive” into one online tool that can be used to engage employees and the public. A separate new report by the IBM Center, *Using Online Tools to Engage—and be Engaged by—The Public*, by Matt Leighninger, provides a broader context of the various online tools available today, showing how and when Wikis can play a role in broader engagement efforts.

We trust that this report will provide practical and concrete tips for federal managers in deciding if a Wiki makes sense for their organization, and how to best use this tool to improve collaboration within or between organizations and, where appropriate, with citizens.

Jonathan D. Breul  
Executive Director  
IBM Center for The Business of Government  
jonathan.d.breul@us.ibm.com

Melissa Marroso  
Social Media Consulting  
IBM Global Business Services  
melissa.l.marroso@us.ibm.com
Executive Summary

President Obama’s call for a more collaborative government arrives on the heels of new tools to increase information sharing. Based on interviews with public sector information technology professionals and managers, this report examines the managerial, cultural, behavioral, and technological issues these government professionals face when using Wikis. It can serve as a guide to managing Wikis as collaborative tools in the public sector, providing practical examples and hands-on tips.

Public managers use Wikis as collaborative technologies to improve information creation and to share capacities across organizational boundaries and hierarchies (Chang & Kannan, 2008). Wikis are traditionally used as collaborative websites to create and edit other hyperlinked websites. However, in government they may also be used on enterprise-wide intranets as creative tools for community building within and between agencies. Wikis have the capacity to replace siloed knowledge management systems that currently exist within most government agencies (Guy, 2006; Trkman & Trkman, 2009; Mergel, 2011).

In response to President Obama’s Transparency and Open Government Memorandum (Obama, 2009b) and the Open Government Initiative (www.whitehouse.gov/open), federal agencies have increased their use of new media technologies. The Memorandum identifies three areas of operation to be improved upon:

• Collaboration
• Transparency
• Participation

The January 2009 Presidential Memorandum states that:

Government should be collaborative. Collaboration actively engages Americans in the work of their Government. Executive departments and agencies should use innovative tools, methods, and systems to cooperate among themselves, across all levels of Government, and with nonprofit organizations, businesses, and individuals in the private sector. Executive departments and agencies should solicit public feedback to assess and improve their level of collaboration and to identify new opportunities for cooperation. (Obama, 2009b).

The need for an increased collaborative culture and behavior among public sector organizations has recently become apparent in the failure to “connect the dots” and share information across organizational boundaries, as discovered again in the aftermath of the prevented terrorist attack in Detroit (Hansen, 2009; Lowery Massey, 2009). The goal of this report is to highlight not only the technological challenges of implementing a Wiki, but also to share hands-on experiences and lessons learned during the implementation and subsequent organization-wide adoption process in a number of public sector organizations.
Wikis, as collaborative software tools, are on the one hand relatively easy to create. On the other hand, maintaining collaboratively produced content while sustaining the quality and quantity of contributions over time is a formidable task for public managers. This report will discuss key elements in the successful creation and maintenance of Wikis in the public sector, including:

- **Evolution and management of Wikis.** Who was involved in the early stages to create a critical mass of content pages? How was initial content seeded?

- **Types of Wikis.** With what type of information did the projects start? How are the writing and collaborative efforts supported?

- **Best practices for Wikis.** How did public managers convince public servants and citizens to participate and provide their knowledge in a Wiki project? How did they initiate change in behavior so that working with Wikis became the new standard operating procedure? What were the determinants in initiating change in the existing knowledge paradigm and the collaborative culture?

The report examines the use of Wikis in nine case studies where Wikis are used intra-organizationally, inter-organizationally, or for public engagement. Based on these case studies, the report identifies five challenges that public executives will face when deciding whether to use Wikis. The report concludes with a description of best practices for Wiki managers and Wiki administrators who are in the process of implementing or considering implementing Wikis in their own organization.
Introduction

What are Wiki Technologies?

Wikis are websites whose content can be created, edited, discussed, and changed by users working in collaboration. The word Wiki comes from the Hawaiian; meaning “quick,” it highlights the easy, fast editing capability of Wikis.

Wikis facilitate interaction and project collaboration. The most prominent Wiki is Wikipedia, known as the world’s online encyclopedia. Wikipedia was founded in 2001 by Jimmy Wales to quickly create, edit, and change information on every term its contributors want to define. Authors can create a page on a specific topic and publish a draft, which is then open to the whole world for edits and changes—and even deletion.

The original Wikipedia page is structured through hyperlinks that connect keywords used in one article to the definitions provided in other articles. Definitions or content should not be replicated; instead, authors link to the original.

The WYSIWYG principle (What You See Is What You Get) makes editing simple and easy. The formatting possibilities are reduced to a minimum, and pages are not intended to be flashy or nicely decorated, so that the content of the page is the focus of its authors and readers. Every registered user—but also every anonymous web surfer—can edit content with a simple mouse click.

Edit Mode in MediaWiki

Disputes between authors can be discussed and tracked using the discussion page. Especially on high-profile articles that are constantly monitored by authors who feel a sense of pride or ownership over the content, it is wise for new authors or any editor to explain why they made changes and to provide an original source to support the changes and defend them against the assertions of other authors. When multiple authors can't agree on changes made by another author, the article can be reverted to the previous version—once created and edited, content is not lost. Therefore, content that is considered off-topic can be easily excluded from an article. The authors can also suggest that content needs to be reviewed by administrators, merged with other existing articles, or moved onto a page of its own if it is of significant stand-alone value.

The original Wikipedia idea was to give editorial rights to anyone, making Wikipedia a democratic content production site. Over time, the Wikipedia community has evolved into a hierarchical editorial system with several different levels of access. In addition, an informal culture has evolved in which some Wikipedia users perceive themselves as article owners, reacting immediately to even the smallest changes made by random Internet surfers and correcting mistakes within seconds or minutes.

It has become clear over time that the fear of vandalism, based on Wikipedia's open community structure and editorial system, has been much more limited than originally anticipated. While there are always “trolls” who might try to vandalize an article, the community is very quick to respond to errors or to revert an article to its previously agreed-upon status. Overall, the number of contributing authors follows a power-law distribution: a few authors contribute a very high number of articles, while the majority only make incremental changes.

A recent study published in Nature showed that Wikipedia comes close to Encyclopedia Britannica in the accuracy of its science entries. While error rates are comparable, the error correction process shows remarkable differences: on average the Encyclopedia Britannica is reprinted every four years, while Wikipedia authors are able to detect errors within four minutes and can eliminate them immediately (Terdiman, 2005).

Wikipedia is built on Wiki software called MediaWiki. Recently a host of other free Wiki applications have emerged, such as PBWorks, Socialtext, Wikia, Wetpaint, or Wikispaces. All of these freely available tools are easy to navigate or maintain. They can be used as an open Wiki or as closed systems with restricted user access. Some of the Wiki software applications include instant messaging services among the authors, blogging, and other features supporting the collaborative process.

Wiki Use in Government

Wikis can be used for different purposes:

- **Open information creation environments**, such as Wikipedia, in which everyone can freely create collaborative content
- **Specific purposes**, in which case authorship rights might be limited to specific authorized users to co-create and share professional knowledge (Binz-Scharf, Lazer, & Mergel, 2011)
- **Personal note taking or full-fledged knowledge management systems** on the corporate intranet

In government, one example has recently made it onto the front page of the New York Times: The Army was rewriting its counterinsurgency manual and called for authorized personnel to help with the rewriting by using a Wiki application (Carafano, 2011; Cohen, 2009).
Other Wiki approaches are used to collect user-generated information, such as WikiCrimes, which mashes content from police logs with citizen input and displays crimes in specific neighborhoods on a Google map (see http://wikicrimes.org).

Applications, such as WikiCrimes, are based on the OpenStreetMap Wiki that creates and provides free geographic data such as street maps—collected again in a collaborative effort. OpenStreetMaps were, for example, used for applications in the aftermath of the Haiti earthquake to show relocated hospitals and emergency response locations. Other interesting applications include the CrisisCommons Wiki—a collaborative management and teamwork Wiki used to accelerate the creation and sharing of knowledge. (See page 23 for a discussion of CrisisCommons.)

Wikis are highly interactive tools. They allow single authorship, joint authorship, bidirectional exchanges, and interactivity with their content. In the current Open Government environment, they can be used as externally facing tools to share content with stakeholders and will therefore contribute to potentially increasing the transparency of processes, decision-making, and information sharing. In addition, they are a way to increase participation in the public sector. For example, citizens can discuss the current content or contribute their own. Finally, they can be used as collaborative technology to support intra-, inter-, and extra-organizational collaboration and coordination of projects.

The Government and Social Media Wiki uses the Wiki format to produce a central hub for information and practical examples of how government organizations can use social media applications. For more information on this website, see http://govsm.com.

The Government and Social Media Wiki

Wiki Software
For an up-to-date overview and a comparison of existing Wiki software, please visit the following Wikipedia pages:


ExpertNet Wiki (White House)

Introduced in December 2010 as part of the Open Government Initiative, the WikiSpaces application ExpertNet Wiki is being proposed by the Office of Science and Technology Policy as a way to collect ideas and opinions from the public about any topic.

For more information on the ExpertNet Wiki, visit the White House Blog: www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2010/12/29/expertnet-wiki-update
When, Where, and Why to Use Wikis in Government

Wikis can be used for different purposes. This report presents nine case studies that show the breadth of Wiki use in the public sector. The cases are organized by primary audience.

- **Case Studies One and Two:** Wikis designed for use by a single organization to allow its employees to share information internally. These Wikis are used for internal knowledge creation and sharing. Outsiders do not have access, and the Wikis are used in parallel with existing information-sharing applications.

- **Case Studies Three and Four:** Wikis designed primarily for information sharing across organizational units in government. These Wikis help government agencies provide a collaborative and information-sharing environment for a number of different agencies whose intranets are not connected.

- **Case Studies Five to Nine:** Wikis designed to engage the public by both sharing information and collaborating with citizens. The government organizations in these case studies created Wikis to engage citizens in the idea generation and policy definition processes. Citizens are invited, often for a bounded time, to submit their own ideas, comment on submissions, and help formulate final policy documents.

An overview of the nine cases is described on the following pages.

**Summary of Case Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wikis for Intra-organizational Use</td>
<td>1. Diplopedia</td>
<td>Intra-organizational knowledge creation and sharing</td>
<td>Federal government; Department of State</td>
<td>Launched in 2006</td>
<td>Only DOS access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. DoDTechiPedia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Federal government; Department of Defense</td>
<td>Launched in 2008</td>
<td>Only DoD access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikis for Inter-organizational Use</td>
<td>3. Intellipedia</td>
<td>Inter-organizational knowledge sharing</td>
<td>Federal government; multiple intelligence agencies</td>
<td>Launched in 2006</td>
<td>For members of U.S. intelligence community (IC), by invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. GCpedia (Canada)</td>
<td>All levels of Canadian government</td>
<td></td>
<td>Launched in 2010</td>
<td>With gc.ca e-mail address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikis for Engaging the Public</td>
<td>5. BetterBuy Wiki (GSA)</td>
<td>Include stakeholders across government, industry, and public</td>
<td>Federal government including external users</td>
<td>Launched in 2010 (time bound for specific RFPs)</td>
<td>Public access, anonymous postings, login required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. EPA Watershed Wiki</td>
<td>Bring experts together in joint information-sharing environment</td>
<td>Federal government including external experts on all levels; serving local Watershed conversations</td>
<td>Launched in 2009</td>
<td>Pre-approved access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Future of Melbourne, Australia Wiki</td>
<td>Citizen-government interaction</td>
<td>Local government</td>
<td>Time-bound: May–June 2008</td>
<td>Open for citizens and other stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. San Jose, California WikiPlanning</td>
<td>Citizen-government interaction</td>
<td>Local government</td>
<td>Launched in 2009</td>
<td>Pre-approved access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Manor (TX) City Wiki</td>
<td>Citizen-government interaction</td>
<td>Local government</td>
<td>Launched in 2010 (ongoing)</td>
<td>Pre-approved access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wikis in Action: Nine Case Studies

Wikis for Intra-Organizational Use

Case Study One: Diplopedia

![Diplopedia Wiki](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diplopedia)

**Goals of Diplopedia**

Launched in 2006 by the Department of State, Diplopedia was one of the first Wikis used in the federal government. Diplopedia is located in the Office of eDiplomacy. Created as the State Department’s Wiki, Diplopedia is operated on MediaWiki software—the same platform used by Wikipedia. Many of the other examples mentioned in this report are also operated on MediaWiki (Anderson, 2010). Diplopedia currently has more than 10,000 pages of content. The goal is to provide in one central space information for foreign affairs specialists. Initially launched as part of former Secretary of State Condolezza Rice’s “Transformational Diplomacy,” Diplopedia has recently expanded to include a set of social media tools, such as blogs, communities, and virtual work environments for teams.

Diplopedia’s goal is to connect foreign affairs officers whose experiences and knowledge are similar or complementary, enabling horizontal sharing of analytical—but also informal—information (Bronk & Smith, 2010). As an example, a diplomat assigned to a foreign country can connect to current personnel abroad, read their blogs, interact directly with them, ask questions, and therefore prepare for the upcoming assignment more efficiently than would be possible without these

---

1. See [www.state.gov/m/irm/ediplomacy/](http://www.state.gov/m/irm/ediplomacy/).
tools. In turn, personnel who have specialized experience and knowledge about a specific region can chime in and help solve problems.

**Evolution and Management of the Wiki**

Access to Diplopedia is only granted with the appropriate Department of State ID and clearance (Department of State, 2009). Editing is only allowed with attribution, unlike Wikipedia which allows anonymous contributions. A neutral panel of knowledge experts is called in cases of conflicting information that cannot be resolved by the authors. Moreover, articles are seen as “rolling documents” that are continuously updated and linked to original sources, not as authoritative final products. Some Wiki pages are edited by the administrator to ensure that the data provided has an enduring value for the whole department.

**Outcomes to Date**

Measuring the exact outcomes of collaborative experiments using a Wiki is difficult. The standard operating structures are still in place and are used in parallel with innovative tools such as Diplopedia. Nevertheless, there is evidence that the use of Wikis can increase the speed, accuracy, and inclusiveness of reports created by State Department employees. For example, one respondent points out that multiple embassies around the world can contribute information to a departmental report “instead of e-mailing it to a person whose inbox is all clogged up.”

**Case Study Two: DoDTechipedia**

DoDTechipedia was created in response to a requirement specified by Congress in the 2009 National Defense Authorization Act. It was designed as a tool to help science and technology-related employees create an internal community for improved information sharing.

DoDTechipedia consists of two parts:

- An internal part, at DoDTechipedia.mil
- An external part, found online at DefenseSolutions.gov
The goal is to support information and expertise sharing among Department of Defense employees who are interested in research and development, science, and technology, and to start matching employee knowledge with information gaps. Access is granted to all DoD employees with a common access card, and to DoD contractors. In addition, anyone in government with a valid interest in the exchanges can apply for access through an internal registration process.

**Evolution and Management of the Wiki**

DoDTechipedia is run and managed by the Defense Technical Information Center, a team of people including developers, administrators, and community managers that helps spread the word about the tool and helps users get up to speed so that they can become contributors. In addition, marketers—or so-called evangelists—distribute brochures and do road shows where they inform and train people in various defense organizations on how to use the Wiki tool.

The Wiki is used to support a crowdsourcing process for all science- and technology-related problems within the department. Anyone with a valid ID can contribute a problem description and all participants can then suggest solutions. The process starts out with the collection of coalescing information on the state of practice for each of the technology areas and describes what other sections within DoD are already doing with their projects.

The Wiki is tied to a library of technical research documents at the Defense Technical Information Center which provides government-funded scientific, technical, engineering, and business-related information by specific technology areas. The tool itself is used to support the crowdsourcing process, by helping people with a need for a specific technology think through their local problems, search for available solutions, or refine the problem statement to the point that it can receive funding. The best solution is then funded. As of early 2011, there have been:

- 400,000 page views
- 9,000 pages created
- More than 20,000 DoD employees signed up as users
- Editorial team assembled, consisting of 24 “gardener” (editors who review documents, merge them with existing documents when necessary, or suggest connections)

**Outcomes to Date**

This Wiki is used to fill the gap between technological needs and experts’ knowledge. Bringing the two together has helped increase awareness of the existing needs within DoD which can then be matched with available solutions. Moreover, the Wiki allows DoD to include industry in the Request for Information process of an acquisition early on, so that offers can be made to match needs. As of early 2011, DoDTechipedia had over 20,000 users.
Wikis for Inter-Organizational Use

Case Study Three: Intellipedia

Intellipedia is an application that is only accessible with ID via IntelLink, the intelligence community’s Intranet.

**Goal of Intellipedia**

Intellipedia was started in 2005 as a pilot project and was officially launched in 2006. Today, Intellipedia is a brand name for a range of tools to help the United States intelligence community improve the way it captures and manages information. Intellipedia is a synonym for a whole host of interactive Web 2.0 applications used among agencies within the intelligence community. The Wiki element is based on an initial idea described in a seminal article by Cal Andrus, called the “The Wiki and the Blog,” which received the Galileo award. The award recognizes unclassified papers describing innovative solutions in the intelligence community (Andrus, 2005). The core idea Mr. Andrus provided in his article was that the intelligence community needs access to diverse information resources for a specific problem and also needs the flexibility to discuss and write freely about these problems within the community.

The goal of Intellipedia is described by one user as providing new ways of capturing knowledge of “what we know, what the intelligence community knows about various topics.” Recent information sharing failures have exposed the need for collaboration within the intelligence community, instead of current operating procedures in which “what we do right now is buried in e-mails, attachments and shared occasionally at conferences.” The MediaWiki application used to host Wikipedia allows linkages between a prospect or an idea and the users who are interested in it. The information-sharing environment helps to discover areas throughout the intelligence community where people are working on similar issues and might be able to contribute to the overall organizational knowledge base.

**Evolution and Management of the Wiki**

Content provided on Intellipedia is directly linked to specific people using a “breadcrumb concept” that allows for deeper knowledge discovery even when content is classified and the searcher’s security clearance does not allow full access. Links to the initial authors and contributors’ contact information allow users to find people who are working on similar problems. As one Intellipedia manager puts it, Intellipedia helps to “… allow connections of the who with the what and the what with the who.”
Participation in and contribution to Intellipedia are voluntary. Contributors need to actively decide that they want to use the Wiki to capture their knowledge, even though their contributions might not be rewarded immediately by their home organization.

**Outcomes to Date**
Outcomes are difficult to evaluate, as contribution is still voluntary and impact on individual knowledge sourcing and sharing is hard to measure. The intelligence community is making efforts to change from a “need to know” to a “need to share” collaboration culture, which is one of the most challenging tasks to accomplish for any government organization. The intelligence community itself consists of many relatively independent organizations that were trained to safeguard proprietary information. Therefore, adoption of innovative processes within the standard operating procedure is a time-consuming task. Innovation does not happen overnight and cultural changes will take time.

**Case Study Four: GCPedia (Government of Canada)**

In 2008, the Government of Canada launched a government-wide Wiki modeled after Intellipedia, called GCPedia. It is located in the Treasury Board under the authority of the Chief Information Officer and was launched with the goal of increasing inter-organizational knowledge sharing and collaboration. In 2009, a report by the Canadian Privy Council stated that the Canadian Public Service needed to adopt Web 2.0 tools and explicitly mentioned GCPedia as one of the tools that should be applied. In addition, GCPedia received attention in 2010, when Wayne Wouters, Clerk of the Privy Council and Secretary to the Cabinet, joined GCPedia by creating his personal user page and starting to invite ideas from Canadian government employees.

**Goals of GCPedia**
GCPedia was created for several reasons. Canadian public sector employees articulated the need for a collaborative space in which to share knowledge. Similar to governments everywhere, knowledge is mainly stored and archived in separate knowledge silos operated by individual agencies, so-called silos within silos, that make it difficult to identify what knowledge is available where. The general sense is that government organizations do not always communicate the
knowledge they possess and government employees are therefore constantly reinventing the wheel. GCPedia provides an open collaboration space with the support of various departmental CIOs and individuals who work together, share knowledge, co-produce material, and make it available for comment. The chief business reason for the creation of GCPedia is to share and reuse existing knowledge in order to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of government work.

Moreover, the hope is that employees searching for knowledge will spend less time recreating work that has already been done elsewhere. Efforts can then focus on improving existing knowledge, rather than recreating it. Ultimately, GCPedia’s objective is to create a national inventory of the Canadian government’s knowledge base.

**Evolution and Management of the Wiki**

Initially, GCPedia started as an informal initiative. In the early seeding phase students created 300–400 initial pages, documenting the Wiki project, a charter of Wiki project plans, its architecture, rules on how-to-do-it, assurance on policy compliances, training, and initial ideas on how to generate value in using the Wiki.

Contributions can only be made by government employees who have access to the Canadian government network. To establish a high level of transparency and accountability, only attributable contributions are allowed.

So far there are no compartmentalized security levels and all contributions are open to all contributors. The rule of thumb for the type of information allowed is: “If you can e-mail it, it can go on GCPedia.”

Knowledge sharing is defined very broadly and the initiators are mostly letting the contributors use the platform for their purposes, allowing them to observe the emerging patterns of collaboration. One area in which an apparent need was met was the coordination of classified documents by policy groups who are now using GCPedia to coordinate their efforts.

The general approach follows a simple rule: “You don’t need permission to do your job”—and part of a government employee’s job is collaboration and knowledge sharing. The use of this innovative, collaborative tool therefore follows the rule: “You don’t need permission to use a word processor.”

Very few incentives for contributions are given. The adoption is mainly a result of word-of-mouth recommendations by colleagues.

**Outcomes to Date**

According to some of the active contributors and GCPedia evangelists in the Canadian government, collaboration among government employees is organized by formal e-mail lists and results are sent by e-mail to supervisors. In those cases where the formal knowledge-sharing process does not get an employee access to the necessary knowledge, some revert to informally shared knowledge via external channels such as Yahoo Groups.

GCPedia has demonstrated that public servants have an interest in sharing information and collecting feedback on their projects. Some have started to build collaborative and interdepartmental communities of practice (Janelle, 2009). Efforts are put forward to train more and more public servants to increase the knowledge about the tools and the awareness of potential benefits for the use of collaborative technologies.
A similar initiative to GCPedia is under way in the Australian government. There, the GovDex Wiki is used to create collaborative workspaces for government employees. A Wiki for the co-creation of content is combined with a task and issue tracker to improve collaborative project management activities (see www.govdex.gov.au).

Wikis for Engaging the Public

Case Study Five: BetterBuy Wiki at GSA

Source: https://betterbuy.fas.gsa.gov/index.php/Main_Page

Goal of BetterBuy Wiki

The BetterBuy Wiki is located in the Office of Assisted Acquisition Services of the General Service Administration (GSA). The GSA is responsible for a worldwide program of people who are contracting officers inside or outside government, government employees, private managers, financial managers that help other agencies procure information technology, and professional services providers. One of the largest customers is the Department of Defense. GSA supports a wide range of civilian agencies and has an operating budget of about $4 billion a year.

A Wiki concept was developed in 2010 to address the fact that in a time of increased complexity in the federal acquisition process, there is a shrinking acquisition workforce whose skill sets are not keeping pace with the intricacy of the acquisition process. A Wiki was therefore chosen as the place to exchange information and share experiences with the acquisition process and its challenges. Moreover, knowledge is organized and stored in “stovepipes” in each organization that make it very complicated for the private sector to conduct business with the federal government. To reduce the high degree of uncertainty connected with the process, all stakeholders were invited to exchange experiences with each other, learn from their experiences dealing with different federal agencies and industry, and ultimately improve the acquisition process and get better outcomes for government and for the taxpayers.

Evolution and Management of the Wiki

The process started with a discussion group on GovLoop.com (a non-profit social network of mainly United States public sector employees) called “Acquisition 2.0” (for more information see www.govloop.com/group/acquisition20) whose purpose is to share innovative ideas and
experiences in the federal acquisition process. For example, the group discussed how collaborative technologies can be applied to a specific product specification to make the definition and solicitation process more open and participatory.

The group soon had over 600 members with federal, state, local, and international representation, including academics. Over time, it generated ten initial ideas, among them one on how to use collaborative technologies. In collaboration with the National Academy of Public Administration and The American Council for Technology, the Betterbuyproject.com was piloted to test how collaborative technology can be used to make the federal acquisition process more open, participatory, collaborative, efficient, and effective. In the initial stage it was created as a user platform to allow members to submit, comment, and vote on ideas in three different phases: requirements definition, market research, and the pre-solicitation and solicitation phase. This has ultimately resulted in a pilot project that will, if widely adopted, change the federal acquisition process: During the pre-award phase, the process will be open to the public, allowing suggestions to come from anyone who wishes to provide them.

Over 140 different ideas on acquisition-related topics were submitted, and thousands of page visits from citizens across the country were logged. Among the suggestions was the idea of employing a Wiki to collect requirements input, using microblogging via Twitter to update the procurement status, and adding web passes to make question-and-answer sessions with industry representatives possible.

The GSA procurement process was the first choice for a Wiki to develop ideas for reducing the complexity of the federal buying process. So far, three different requirements have been posted:

- A background section explaining what GSA is trying to buy and what the environment is
- An RFP section
- A solicitations section

Twitter is used to let people know when a draft solicitation document is uploaded and is open for comments on the Wiki, and to encourage industry members to take a look at the requirements, edit, and provide their own ideas. GSA employees posted questions regarding the requirements and encouraged industry members and vendors to answer on how to procure a product or service specifically, what new ideas the market was offering, and what it was that GSA needed.

An editorial team is in place that includes a project manager, contracting officer, and contract specialist. The editorial team has assigned roles to monitor input, respond to input on the Wiki, collect and structure the information, and vet the content together with legal counsel. The team then decides whether and how to respond to comments on the Wiki, or whether to simply take the information and go back to internal customers or managers who are running data.gov and share all the comments with them, and then decide how to make changes to the solicitation documents. The input solicited through this process will inform the final solicitation document that is published as the formal request for a proposal.

**Outcomes to Date**

Currently, the traditional procurement processes are still being used, but augmented with collaborative technologies. The Wiki approach allows for anonymous commenting, but the account holders still need to provide all account information, such as name, industry, organization name, and affiliations, for internal purposes. For accountability purposes, GSA must understand whether larger companies may try to steer the competition toward their own technical solutions. Nevertheless, the public record of a specific editorial contribution on the Wiki
page will be anonymous. Because the page is a public commenting system, all competitors can notice if a specific vendor is steering toward a single company solution, and all contributors can publicly comment on it.

The Wiki process has had an impact on existing operating procedure: The traditional solicitation process puts out an internal requirements document known as clear path hosting to ask experts internally if, for example, there is a better way to use technology in the given instance. The process usually receives very few comments. The new open commenting form, on the existing acquisition strategy alone, has generated quite a bit of input. It creates a dialogue between government and industry, helping GSA to get the best solicitation available and giving industry access to as much information as early as possible to make bidding proposal decisions and give the best possible solutions when they do bid.

The success of the BetterBuy Wiki project has led to similar initiatives by other agencies. As an example, the U.S. Coast Guard has started a Wiki to seek ideas about streamlining their RFI and FFP processes. A MediaWiki platform is used to address issues about major IT projects. The information collected and provided is used to build a better informed acquisition strategy for new IT projects. (See http://wiki.citizen.apps.gov/CGLIMS/.)

Case Study Six: Watershed Wiki (EPA)

Goal of the Watershed Wiki
The EPA Watershed Wiki is part of a larger project called Watershed Central. The goal of Watershed Central is to provide technical guidance and information about non-point source pollution—all pollution that runs off the land or falls from the atmosphere. The Wiki is used to collect maps, models, GIS applications, and technical guidance information. In addition, Watershed Central provides states with information they need to apply for pollution-fighting funding. Beyond the enumeration of tools, data, and applications, it became clear over time that local experts and groups also need a space to collaborate with each other and a platform on which to share previously unrecorded information.
**Evolution and Management of the Wiki**

The Watershed Wiki is connected with a host of other social media applications, such as the Greenversations blog, Twitter accounts, and shared calendar of events. New users are required to create login information for a pre-screening. Access to the Wiki is given relatively liberally to encourage widespread participation among readers and potential contributors.

The editing process follows an internal policy set up through disclaimers, although so far no malicious content has been posted to the Wiki. The internal steering committee reviews recent contributions on a regular basis, provides additional formatting or minor editing, checks tags, and then marks the additions as controlled. As one of the project community managers puts it, “We do have a set of eyes that looks at everything that goes on the Wiki. And part of that is to make everyone comfortable with something like [the Wiki] on EPA’s website.”

In order to encourage participation and show examples of appropriate content, the Wiki was seeded with initial content. After that first step, the Wiki was supplied by the steering committee with additional articles, useful models, and other information. Then the Wiki was advertised on the EPA homepage, news releases, newsletters, presented at Watershed conferences, and discussed in other public announcements through regional EPA offices.

**Outcomes to Date**

The Watershed Wiki provides a collaborative space for regional and local Watershed specialists to share their knowledge. Before the Wiki was introduced, sharing was accidental, mainly occurring through newsletters or conference visits. Now the regional communities have a space not only to display the newest information, but also to discuss the content and exchange experiences across state boundaries. EPA is making an effort to distribute information provided in one state across regions and is therefore serving as a knowledge hub and catalyst for knowledge sharing within the entire community.

**Case Study Seven: The Future of Melbourne Wiki**

[Image of the Future of Melbourne Wiki]

The CrisisCommons Wiki

Non-profit organizations have also used Wikis as an important tool for their activities. For example, the CrisisCommons Wiki is a project and knowledge management tool that supports and coordinates geographically distributed technology projects for emergency relief situations. The founders envisioned an open forum for practitioners, first responders, humanitarian aid workers, IT professionals, academics, and the private sector (Brewer, 2010; Goetz, 2010). The goal of the network is to use the IT skills of volunteers who want to help out in the aftermath of a disaster, but are unable to be on-site. The first project was initiated as a response to the Haiti earthquake; tools and learned practices were reused after the 2010 Chile earthquake.

The initial CrisisCommons meeting attracted over 400 participants, who then started their own local CrisisCamps on the U.S. east and west coasts. The concept was quickly picked up in several international locations, providing a context and meeting platform for so-called civic hackers. The initial meeting included conversations with representatives of Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft and resulted in the formation of a partnership with the World Bank called “Random Hacks of Kindness” (Goetz, 2010 #2450). The decentralized groups all work on a volunteer basis and there is no specific task that they all have to agree on, nor must they work toward a joint goal. The relative openness of the meetings leads to creative idea generation and an entrepreneurial culture among the participants.

The group coordinates activities and outcomes through a host of social media applications: a Twitter account (@crisiscamp), a Facebook group (http://www.facebook.com/crisis-commons), blog feed (http://crisiscommons.org/feed), Eventbrite to schedule events, and WordPress blogs used by local teams to share information.

The CrisisCommons Wiki provides mostly a project and knowledge management platform to collect and coordinate project ideas emerging from diverse and decentralized locations across the U.S. and from all global initiatives. The Wiki provides a workspace for local project teams to coordinate their own projects. The content is evolving with emerging project ideas and was described by its co-founder Noel Dickover as “pure chaos at times.” The projects are self-selecting—whatever evolves into larger projects that are supported by several project members—or are dropped after a while. Over time, projects rise in profile and attract more supporters, resulting in applications that are actively in use during crisis relief situations. The CrisisCommons administrators only intervene insofar as to make suggestions on how to merge projects or consolidate Wiki pages.

A host of technological applications have resulted from the emergent collaboration among the CrisisCommons participants and their interactions on the Wiki platform. By using open-source tools, such as situational awareness tools or OpenStreetMaps, applications for real-time information provision are created. Examples include a Haiti hospital capacity finder and the Haiti Diaspora, which collects stories of how people survived the earthquake. The Wiki serves as a coordination platform to track the maturity of each project and to find volunteers. In an ongoing project, the lessons learned from large-scale responses, such as Haiti or Chile, have been applied to the local context as well. Using the Twitter hashtag #eastsnow, volunteers are tracking how social media applications are used by citizens and government agencies to connect with each other and share information during the snowstorms of the winter season 2010–2011 (see http://wiki.crisiscommons.org/wiki/East_Coast_Snow_AAR).
Goal of Future of Melbourne Wiki
The City of Melbourne in Australia launched a Wiki as an organization-wide project to help with strategic planning and to embrace a broader spectrum of issues beyond land use development and transportation. The project team expanded the traditional definition of city planning to include social, economic, and cultural dimensions, as well as a plan for the next ten years of city development. The result is the “Future of Melbourne Wiki.”

Evolution and Management of the Wiki
The project team realized early on that existing planning methods were not inclusive enough and that planning itself was mostly a “black box” for citizens. Therefore, in partnership with the University of Melbourne, the city set up a Wiki as a collaboration space for users with special areas of interest to work on community engagement and city planning from a number of perspectives.

The citizens were included in the public consultation phase, six public panel forums at which a wide range of issues were explored. This initial phase also included a pilot at the University of Melbourne and included researchers and academics. The academic community focused on certain specific research and campus development issues that they wanted to get on the agenda.

The overall visioning project was designed as a highly collaborative process with the goal of including all stakeholders around the city. First, a reference group was initiated as the sponsor for the process; it included various community groups: art, business, science, education, environment, etc., to take on leading roles in the Future of Melbourne process.

In addition, public managers from various parts of the city council were enlisted in a working group to get them to engage in their networks in the community. The goal is to expand network engagement to include interested parties in the visioning process and ensure a broad-based, comprehensive engagement with the community in a genuine collaborative approach.

All conversations and public meetings were transcribed from recordings of events, then used along with written submissions for initial population and prime content for the Wiki: “Here is what you have said, now work with us to help fashion this into a vision and strategy for the future.” In addition, full sets of protocols approved by the city council were posted as background information for the citizens.

Outcomes to Date
Overall, the project team worked closely with the citizens to ensure quick turnaround, but also direct engagement with the content that was provided by all contributors. An editorial team worked constantly to approve comments and posts as soon as citizens made them. The editorial team reads the posts, makes suggestions to whoever posts the material (better located in other parts of the Wiki) and moves or deletes material after negotiations and interactions with those who posted it. The goal of the editorial team was close engagement with those who contributed in order to manage the risks: fast feedback cycles were used, so that citizens never had the impression that their comments were not heard or that the process was a black box into which their ideas disappeared.

Case Study Eight: WikiPlanning, City of San José, California

**Goal of WikiPlanning, San José**
The WikiPlanning project of the City of San José, California, is part of its online effort to improve civic engagement in urban planning initiatives. The project team describes the WikiPlanning project as a “virtual charrette” for city planning. According to the project website, a virtual charrette is defined as a “collaborative session in which a group of designers drafts a solution to a design problem. Charrettes often take place in multiple sessions in which the group divides into sub-groups. Each sub-group then presents its work to the full group as material for future dialogue. Such charrettes serve as a way of generating a design solution while integrating the aptitudes and interests of a diverse group of people.” (See: [http://www.wikiplanning.org/index.php?P=virtualcharrette](http://www.wikiplanning.org/index.php?P=virtualcharrette)).

The San José Wiki was set up with the goal of incorporating the values of the community into major architectural changes and to ensure that the city was reflecting the values of the community in the final plan. The Wiki approach allows the city to reach out to different neighborhood groups, businesses, and other stakeholders and to ask people to post information in the form of either photographs or comments on the message board. Other citizens are then allowed to answer questions or provide other input.

**Evolution and Management of the Wiki**
At the beginning of the project, citizens responded to a fifteen-question initial survey. The results were then used to develop the policies, actions, and goals that were ultimately incorporated into the plan.

In the next step, a collaborative session was initiated in which a group of designers drafted solutions to city planning problems. Citizens were then asked to discuss the drafts in multiple sessions in which the citizen groups divides into sub-groups (charrettes). Each sub-group prepared material for future dialogue. This form of citizen deliberation helps to form solutions that
carry the values of the citizens and integrate all interest groups. Throughout all the steps of
the deliberation, intermediary results were posted on the Wiki and citizens were allowed to
leave comments and questions—in this case the organizers decided that contributions could
be optionally anonymous, or attributable to a specific citizen. The process is described by
the project team as consisting of the following steps: “Teach, Discuss, Gather Input, and Build
Consensus.”

In addition to the deliberation results, other multimedia content and events were constantly pro-
vided and posted to the Wiki to support the decision-making process: multimedia learning ses-
sions, online chat events, message boards, surveys, or podcasts; plans, status of the discussion
in the community, and background information for citizens who were not necessarily engaged
in the process or are not usually voluntarily involved in these types of planning processes.

**Outcomes to Date**
The major outcome of this charrette-like planning process can be seen in the high degree of
inclusiveness achieved by the initiative. Feedback from the community was incorporated into
the new city plans and the results were posted, presented, and discussed at public meetings
and task force meetings. Information collected was maintained and presented on the publicly
facing side of the Wikiplanning project.

The outcomes of the Wikiplanning process in San José included:

- A higher degree of support for the final solutions
- Integration of values and interests from all stakeholders
- Inclusion of younger people, who usually don’t take part in public meetings or any kind of
  policy-making processes
- Convenience of access and participation during off-hours

**Case Study Nine: ManorLabs, City of Manor, Texas**

Goal of ManorLabs Wiki
The goal for the Wiki of ManorLabs, City of Manor, Texas, is to provide a collaborative environment for citizens to share their ideas, edit existing content, and comment on ongoing or future projects. For the city itself, it is a way to solicit feedback with a very low financial investment ($200 to set up a WikiSpaces page, and additional staff time spent as part of the day-to-day operating time).

Evolution and Management of the Wiki
The city posts information about ongoing projects and asks citizens to provide feedback. The content of the Wiki itself is publicly available (http://wiki.cityofmanor.org/). To edit the content or leave comments, citizens are asked to create a login on their own to provide their feedback on ongoing projects. In Manor, the Wiki was seen as a way to not only collect different views from employees within the government organization, but also to collect views from a wide range of citizens and interest groups. Manor itself has the advantage of a small city with approximately 3,600 citizens and 35 government employees. Although there are regulations in place, so far no major cases of content or conduct violations have called for additional regulations.

Engagement was triggered mainly by showing citizens how to use the ManorLabs platform in meaningful ways. The city made an effort to show that this was not just a public relations ploy, but a platform for citizens to directly engage with government officials and among themselves. Progress on ideas is documented and the content and ideas citizens are providing does not seem to disappear into a black box. Topics discussed on the platform have also been reflected in newspaper articles and presented at community events. These events are simultaneously used for training: a short presentation of how accessible and easy to use the platform is helps citizens to lower initial technology anxieties and jump on board. Training is also carried out in high schools to integrate ideas and support early education on how to interact with government in innovative ways.

The Wiki administrators monitor the content so that vendors and companies are not using the space to promote their own products. Therefore, moderating the content and weeding out inappropriate postings that might derail from the initial purpose has become an important element in keeping the Wiki environment attractive for citizen contributions. As former Assistant City Manager and CIO of Manor, Dustin Haisler, puts it: “… our view [initially was] that anyone can participate, and so we had really no moderation form. We changed that as we went on, because we realized that there were too many companies that were abusing that, and it got to be too much work.”

Manor is unique in its approach to initiating citizen engagement with the Wiki platform, but also in how to keep up momentum. With the use of game mechanics, participation is rewarded and sustained over time. Citizens receive points for checking in online, as users do on commercial social media websites such as FourSquare or Gowalla. With every login, users receive points that they can trade in for tangible products. For example, they can become mayor for a day, accompany the sheriff for a day, or receive other honorary products. The internal reputation and ranking system fluctuates based on the values citizens have added to the Wiki.

Outcomes to Date
Going the Wiki way not only increased the transparency of government operations, but also reduced the incoming phone calls of citizens: it is now easier for citizens to go online at a time that is convenient for them, inform themselves about the progress the city has been making on projects—and evaluate how their taxpayers’ money is used. In describing the Manor initiative, Haisler said:
There was really no collaboration [with citizens] before. Our community was very disconnected, laid out geographically. There was a big disconnect between both sets of people [of the two different parts of Manor] as well as with individuals with the government. We had a very low attendance at council meetings, and people were just disconnected, and no one wanted to run for council. So what we tried to do was to bring government to them through the use of technology. It really turned the community around and [resulted in] more people with a vested interest in the community and you get really hot discussions on the threads on Manor Labs with some of the ideas that are coming in from the city. And we love it, because it's really shoring up engagement, and people to take an interest in their community and they're empowered to want to help their community and contribute.

As a result of the Wiki, Manor was able to not only engage formerly disengaged or even completely disconnected groups, but to access “baby boomers” who are now heavily invested in discussions and contributing new ideas.
Challenges and Best Practices for the Use of Wikis in Government

Challenge One: How do you meet legal requirements for inclusiveness?

Often public managers are hesitant to jump on the social media bandwagon, so it is not surprising that there is also hesitation to start using Wikis. It is—as one of the Wiki managers said—“still an uphill struggle to do it.” To remedy this, GSA has developed model contracts with a series of social media vendors that can be easily adapted to each agency and department in the U.S. government (Aitoro, 2009; GSA, 2010). The result are Terms of Service (TOS) with providers of no-cost social media products to comply with existing federal laws and government practices and needs (for more information see: https://forum.webcontent.gov/?page=TOS_FAQs).

For example, many public managers are concerned that social media tools—among them Wikis—are not compliant with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (Bretschneider & Mergel, 2010). 3 This is relevant both for internal and external use. Section 508 requires that the federal government has to purchase and maintain information technologies that meet the accessibility standards of the Act and make online information and services fully available to all Americans who have disabilities. The model contracts with social networking service providers and the applications listed on the citizen.apps.gov website all comply with the accessibility requirements and can be adopted across all levels of government (for more information see Chapter 4 of GSA’s social media handbook). 4

Another element of access concerns multilingual inclusiveness. Especially in areas with multiple language needs, translations into Spanish or French have to be considered in order to comply with Executive Order 13166, “Improving Access to Services for People with Limited English Proficiency”—abbreviated as LEP. 5 This effort might in turn increase inclusiveness.

Challenge Two: How do you ensure privacy and security of content?

In addition to the legal issues, there are also privacy concerns that present another challenge to public managers who want to adopt a Wiki approach in government. One response to this challenge is to seek to mitigate the risks of leaks or accidental exposure of proprietary information. Managers should work with legislative staff and lawyers to avoid constant scrutiny. Moreover, it is important to set up an information-vetting process to address all privacy concerns. For an in-house Wiki, users should be reminded that it is an internal application that only runs on the firewall-protected Intranet—data should, in theory, be inaccessible to anybody outside of government.

3. For more information on Section 508 see: www.section508.gov/ and http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/101096
4. GSA social media handbook: www.gsa.gov/graphics/staffoffices/socialmediahandbook.pdf
5. For more information on LEP see: www.justice.gov/crt/about/cor/Pubs/eolep.pdf
Challenge Three: How do you respond effectively to different levels of digital literacy?

For public sector Wikis, inclusion is a very important issue. Citizens can very easily be excluded because of digital literacy issues, and therefore find no alternative to the information collaboratively collected, commented on, and reengineered on a Wiki. The interactivity with other citizens who are solely contributing and collaborating on the Wiki is lost for those potential contributors who aren’t able to access the Wiki. A remedy for this is to use other tools, such as e-mails, phone, or other forms of surveying the public participants.

Moreover, digital literacy or a low acceptance rate of new technological tools is also a problem among employees. Innovation takes time to spread. The suggestion is therefore to use a Wiki approach in-house first. Select a group or topic that lends itself to a collaborative approach. After the first steps are taken in-house with a friendly group of participants who are willing to help work out the technological and cultural challenges, the Wiki access can be open to other departments. The last step should be to include citizens and make the Wiki publicly available where appropriate.

The success of publicly facing Wikis has been picked up by the General Service Administration. The apps.gov website provides helpful advice on how to select the right tool for different purposes. GSA is making it easy to choose the right tool by providing guidance on available policy-compliant tools and their purposes in the public sector. After selecting a tool that helps to fulfill their purpose, agencies can make changes to the design and customize the Wiki with their own logo and additional customized widgets. A blog helps users to learn about Section 508 compliance, how to monitor the security of the site, and how to understand the analytics provided for each site. The FAQ section provides updated guides on how to administer a MediaWiki or a TWiki (see http://citizen.apps.gov/faqs.php for more information). The tools provided on the citizen.apps.gov website are free to federal agencies. Usage numbers per tool and by agency are provided on: http://citizen.apps.gov/usage.php. The following screenshot shows the apps.gov process on how to sign up, pick the right tool, and customize it.

Apps.gov NOW—Tool Statistics

Source: http://citizen.apps.gov
Best Practices to Encourage Participation

One way to understand what is needed and what can be asked of contributors is for managers to use the tool themselves to create energy and vibrancy so that others start finding value in it. Share the value and provide useful knowledge that makes it worthwhile for agency employees to come back on regularly. It will help them to incorporate the wiki into their day-to-day routines. Ultimately, the goal should be to create an environment that others want to join. As one of the wiki managers said: “Create the party everyone wants to join. No one wants to be the first or the last one at a party. Create a very basic joyful construct that social creatures want to be involved in.”

For specific tasks—such as public ideation processes on WikiPlanning or Future of Melbourne Wiki—a time limit for public contributions increases the likelihood of contributing. People feel that this is their one shot at participation during a restricted time frame. Allow for brief windows of opportunity and publicly announce this participation event. Promoting the project in newspaper articles or during face-to-face forums increases the likelihood of online participation. As one Wiki manager states: “Engagement seemed to be incentive enough.”

Another remedy is to use “gardeners” or moderators to actively keep the platform clean of “trolls” who are following their own agenda but are not contributing on topic. An easy way to do this is to require only directly attributable contributions by users who have registered with a confirmed e-mail address. Anonymous contributions should not be allowed in a wiki environment where a sense of online discipline and netiquette is necessary. This will help to increase the value of contributions and avoid chasing away potential contributors. Some industry contributors might be concerned about revealing too many insights that are attributable to their companies—in those cases, the wiki administrator can post the information on their behalf without direct attribution.

The already existing material needs to be easy to read, accessible, but not too perfect, so that potential contributors find it easy enough to comment and get over the first bump of writing and contribution anxiety. People feel more comfortable initially making minimal contributions, such as typo changes and correction to the material, before they become willing to contribute whole pages of new content. Contributions need to be manageable for both contributors and the editorial team, so as not to create information overload and early frustrations.

A reference group whose members are highly regarded in the organization can be helpful in supporting the project. They will be the champions who bring more people on board—showing their commitment might in turn encourage others to follow. As an example, political bodies might need to step back to allow for free, open, and creative knowledge sharing. Bringing in high-profile users, who lead by example, can also help to convince others to share their knowledge.

Another best practice is to actively thank contributors. People need to feel the satisfaction that their contribution made it into the formal part of the adopted final document, the vision of the new city or the new policy, or that their idea was endorsed by the city council. At the end, contributors generally need to feel that they are being heard and that they made a difference spending time on their contributions. Other recognition techniques include badges or highlighting people by name.

Challenge Four: How do you ensure the integrity of information?

Public managers will also face the challenge of responding to concerns about information overload and the potential loss of control over information contributions. As one Wiki administrator puts it, “I think the bigger barrier to entry is that people think the minute they put something out there, people will jump all over it and mess it up.”

In most cases this is a relatively unnecessary concern, because most people search for information on Wikipedia or other publicly available, specialized Wikis. They mostly read rather than contribute actively to content. Users rarely leave comments or edit content on the web.
But even when they do, it does not necessarily detract from the original content. The good news, based on the experiences of Wiki administrators, is that users are usually adding value and almost never vandalize the existing content. In an interview, the Wiki manager involved in the U.S. Coast Guard’s Logistics Information Management System (LIMS) program recalled that he had to ban one single user, because he was pushing his own agenda instead of adding value to the designated content areas.⁶

A response to this challenge is to explain and help to diffuse the fear of losing control by establishing clear guidelines and communication policy. Managers should explain in detail how Wikis work and help coworkers understand the logic of the technology, and that there is always a way to revert back to previous versions, that content is never lost—even though it might appear to be on first view. This will raise their awareness and confidence in the tool itself.

**Challenge Five: How do you encourage participation?**

The most difficult challenge is to create a new, collaborative culture that respects the existing hierarchical knowledge-sharing culture established in any government organization. The traditional forms of collaboration, networking, knowledge sourcing and information sharing are very much organized along clear reporting structures and usually flow bottom-up. The emancipated and open knowledge creation and sharing approach of a Wiki environment is—on the surface—challenging, and presents a paradox for public sector organizations. This paradox must be addressed because whenever new technology (or any kind of innovation) is adopted, the benefits won’t be visible right away; improvements may be apparent only in the long run. There might even be an increased workload at the beginning, when parallel systems have to be in place and the Wiki itself needs an initial set-up phase.

Especially in environments where knowledge comes prepackaged through the hierarchical reporting structure or is embedded in clear standard operating procedures, employees might not see the need to collaborate. Without an existing offline collaboration culture, it is difficult to introduce online collaboration.

Moving to an open collaboration format will be challenging no matter the context. One remedy to this is to highlight how a Wiki environment can be an improved method of reaching everyone potentially interested in contributing—moving toward a true crowdsourcing practice of knowledge sharing in the public sector. It is also necessary to find ways to keep the public and stakeholders informed so that they are not excluded from new collaborative tools.

It could be helpful to highlight that existing processes are expensive and time-consuming for all stakeholders. A Wiki environment can help to make processes more efficient. A recommendation from seasoned Wiki administrators is to start with closed collaboration spaces where appropriate and start with a password-protected Wiki first. Users can first get into the groove of working collaboratively online in a closed environment. After a while, the team might decide to move the Wiki into the open space and share it with a broader audience.

Allowing for and incentivizing online participation is one of the toughest goals to accomplish—especially in the public sector. There are many myths surrounding the extent to which people want to share or “overshare” their knowledge online. The main challenge is how to get smart people involved and incentivize them to share their knowledge, while avoiding contributions from those who don’t actively contribute valuable knowledge.

---

Take, for example, contributions to the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. They follow a power law distribution of knowledge contribution. Only a few users are creating large amounts of information and the majority are only willing to make incremental changes, such as correcting typos (Hindman, 2008). In reverse, this means that every new Wiki project might also suffer from those who are either willing to overshare or are only making small contributions. The real objective is for as many people as possible to be willing to contribute freely to this new form of organizational knowledge, instead of contributing to the smallest degree possible, lurking, or not contributing at all. It is therefore important to understand the incentives public sector employees might respond to, thus helping to convince them to change their current organizational knowledge search and sharing habits, accept a new medium, and make valuable contributions.
Best Practices in Creating and Maintaining Wikis

The following best practices are based on the lessons learned by Wiki administrators and public managers reported in the nine case studies.

Best Practices for Public Managers

1. **Allow your own organization enough lead time to use a Wiki:** The organization needs to understand changes in the collaborative process, know what is needed to support the collaborative culture, understand the technology, and set up an appropriate support context (reference group, editorial team, neutral dispute coordinators, gardeners, etc.).

2. **Understand your audience(s):** Look at your audience and understand existing dynamics and responses to new challenges. What kind of knowledge is needed to address the dynamic and complex environment of your agency? How does your agency prefer to interact with citizens?

3. **Make a conscious decision about acceptable content and behavior on your Wiki:** Do not allow copy and paste of already existing internal documents that are located somewhere on the intranet or are publicly available on the web. Instead, link to locations, people, or content and focus only on innovative and new content creation on the Wiki. As result, content will not be replicated, and contributors or readers will come back for only unique content. Post your acceptable use strategy and policy prominently on the Wiki—repeat as often as necessary.

4. **Resolve disputes about content:** Forming a panel of knowledgeable and neutral parties to review content-related disputes helps to neutralize discrepancies about the content in an acceptable way. Following a clear, well-formulated strategy that is transparent to the contributors helps them understand how the conflict is resolved, encouraging them to keep up their great contributions.

5. **Formal ways of collaboration trump informal ways:** Formal ways of collaboration, for example at conferences, are long established. In addition, people tend to trust face-to-face networking with key people to talk about necessary activities. It is therefore difficult to change to informal ways of collaborating on a Wiki. A way to remedy this is to manage people and content by “walking around”—make sure that users don’t think that their content disappears into a black box, but actively engage them in periodic face-to-face conversations to help increase trust in the process and show top management support for this form of collaboration.

6. **Let people pick their area of expertise:** People will be most likely to participate on Wiki pages that contain topics on which they either have an explicit expertise or on which they believe they can make a contribution. In order to support this natural tendency, move publication responsibilities as well as information management, creation, and knowledge sharing onto the actual knowledge users and experts. Provide additional incentives, such as SWAG (“stuff we all get”), recognition in employee evaluations, etc., to honor contributions and constant improvements.

7. **Knowledge moves with people:** People move on to other jobs before they can share all the information they have acquired and haven’t yet downloaded onto information-sharing instruments such as Wikis. There are several ways to remove the information-sharing barrier. Make knowledge sharing a daily routine instead of a one-time download activity. Implement knowledge stewards and “gardeners” who help employees learn how to formalize their knowledge on a Wiki, and support them by fitting it into the organizational knowledge base.
Best Practices for Wiki Administrators

1. **Start with a seeding phase**: In the early phases of a Wiki, it is important to generate content and support the editing process. Make it easy for people to get into online publishing: Encourage them to provide initial content that they think might be of value to the community, but have not widely shared so far.

2. **Don't write about transitory matters**: Unless the topic warrants the magnitude of an article, people should let the content grow and emerge as they find necessary. Introduce a “gardening” principle to keep content clean and on topic, merge topics if necessary, and constantly stay in contact with contributors to help them understand the established writing principles.

3. **Keep information alive**: Another way to think about content is to create information that is constantly updated, so that users want to contribute whenever new ideas arise, ideas that might be extending the existing norms or trains of thought. Instead of working toward a final document—in an encyclopedic style—the document can be supported by source material instead of replicating material. Ongoing conversations and knowledge production can be organized “rolling docs” and create what is called by Chris Rasmussen “living intelligence”. Rolling documents are constantly in a beta status and are collectively improved over time.

4. **Training, training, training**: Training is essential to understand how technology works in general. Never believe that users are as tech-savvy as it may seem. There is a great deal of variety in online read-write literacy, and a hesitation to share knowledge online (loss of control). “I don’t think people really know just how much they are responsible for once they become the owners of that entire process.” Top management buy-in results in bottom-up participation.

5. **Set clear community rules and enforce online professionalism and netiquette**: As with every technology or innovation that is introduced to an agency, it is necessary to set standards for the appropriate and accepted use for a Wiki. Topics such as appropriate language, conduct, and defamations must be set in stone. Rules for an appropriate online discussion culture need to be addressed, and respect for contradicting and opposing opinions need to be made explicit. Moreover, think about “what ifs:” What if contributors fail to comply with the rules of the online community? Feel free to take action and remove “trolls,” defamation, and inappropriate content to keep the value of the content and the overall site as high as possible.

6. **Accountability is more important than anonymity in the public sector**: On public Wikis, it is especially important to honor the principles of accountability. Contributors should sign in with a password and contact information. For internal Wikis, decide about the publishing format and make content available in an attributable manner, so that content and knowledge is connected to people. Reliability and accountability can be increased through discussions that add different perspectives, theories, and arguments. To accomplish this, apply a discussion section to encourage users to share their thoughts and justify why they made changes to existing content. This will increase the acceptance and overall accountability of the site. Content should be clearly described as non-authoritative. Wiki content should not be designed as final products, but should be seen as discussion documents that portray the overall process through which contributors arrived at decisions or knowledge. The discussion document can be seen as part of the content creation process and as a deliberative element of the overall process.

---

7. For more details watch the “Living Intelligence” video produced by Chris Rasmussen: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbQV2B6Es](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbQV2B6Es).
Additional Resources

GSA Citizen.Apps.gov website: Provides selection of tools, how-to descriptions, and FAQ blog and discussion platform to exchange ideas and solutions with other Wiki managers.


Web Content Managers Forum: https://forum.webcontent.gov/
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